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Here, everything is vegetarian, and clean ... - Galerie im Turm

the pictures, in a quite loving, motherly, performative gesture. What comes out of pictures, for pleasure. They exist again now in reality. Till they get eaten up, ... 
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Here, everything is vegetarian, and clean (photography), at least beneath the glass, and deliberately/simply aside. Side dishes and deserts – no main course; no middle. And death, or flowers of death, devoid of green. Dishes get dirty, at times before breakfast. Regression lingers in some of the photographed objects, or at least in their deliberately loose (infantile?) handling. Pictures/ information to renegotiate presence. Landscapes. Are they beautiful? And why, yet again? The fun in the figure of the mother. It’s the first time that I’ve cooked rice pudding. My arm got tired from stirring. Is this work? It got cold too soon, wet-heavy chill and nothing evaporated. Gautama Buddha’s final meal before his enlightenment was a large bowl of rice pudding (wikipedia). You hear someone say it’s like white on rice, what they mean is that the situation is as close as anything can be. In other words, you’ve got it covered the way rice is covered in whiteness (unless it’s wild rice or brown rice or even red rice). 1



The rice pudding blushes, now and then. Once it’s baby blue. Less-good bourbon vanilla ice cream, strawberry ice cream with redundant bits of strawberries, is moulded into penises with balls (family packages of solely strawberry ice cream are surprisingly hard to find in Berlin supermarkets, vanilla and chocolate are far more popular, it seems, and come from cheaper providers ja(!)). Suck my (creamy vanilla ice) dick! Lick my (cold strawberry flavoured) balls! And the press release. Don’t mother me! The vanilla ice cream changes its colour too, at times. I will reproduce them for the opening, even if tinier - it will not rain in the public space, in front of the gallery - the vanilla ice penises, from 1



https://idiomation.wordpress.com/2013/03/20/like-white-on-rice/



the pictures, in a quite loving, motherly, performative gesture. What comes out of pictures, for pleasure. They exist again now in reality. Till they get eaten up, or drip more or less soon from the ice spoon and stain. Everyone eating up these cold, sweet ice cream dicks will become part of the work - their bodies anyway. Later they will shit art. And they will be relieved. Nothing will turn mouldy and become consumed by rats2 (or worms). You make me very hungry.3 Art would benefit from more mothering. A mom? A loving one. Being needed as well. And if we did it for each other? Being another artist in Berlin is redundant. We are not stronger, when we are more. I wish I didn’t know that. Or it doesn’t feel like it. Due to money and the system. Fear goes hand in hand with adaptation and bad luck. And sober it’s almost impossible. But I cannot leave here yet. New solidarities? To make it good or right is difficult, even more within the wrong system. The system jams possible love or joy. You have to be able to afford to be yourself. I am hungry for your absence. Be more relational! The salad is not green but sepia-coloured. Calm, pale pictures as if from another time (where everyone is now dead, already). Delay, as in the/a mood. Or in the looking at a photograph. Chrysanthemums are the flowers of November, not only in November, and death. They appear to be coming from the 1950s, although they were just bought in a flower shop in Kreuzberg. All calming green is filtered out. How much is a lush red reminiscent of communism? They seem slightly exhausted already. We need more common grounds. Rats wouldn’t be interested by them. At least, I think, they wouldn’t. Rice and ice and butterhead (for the adults?). I bring the flowers. I would have loved to see this exhibition and also very much the large-scale wonder bread sculptures by the Ching Chong Latino Boys ..largescale bread sculptures made by groups of people chewing up hundreds of loaves of wonder bread and pasting the material together, only to turn moldy and become consumed by rats. http://manilainstitute.org/programming/cclb-anthology-iii 3 You make me very hungry is the final sentence in Paul Thomas Anderson’s movie Phantom Thread, 2017. 2



I am late. Jean Fautrier painted chrysanthemums, yellow and orange on lots of black. In Japan white chrysanthemums symbolize adversity, lamentation and/or grief. He painted in the 1940s, and before it, and after as well. I can feel his paintings’ sometimes grotesque yearnings. His urge to sabotage. Or I am very touched by them. I guess it’s the time, or rather a certain attitude towards their time. They are, in their very own energy, seductive and both tender and violent. Mean? They/he understands something here, or tries. In 1945 he “... sported snakeskin shoes at the opening of his Otages4 show...”.5 This is no narrative. All is unbound. I need more/other questions. Ask me something. My first time in Berlin was in the summer of 1990. Alexanderplatz and its surroundings were deserted of people, but crammed with advertisement-posters for cigarettes that read: Test the West. It was paralysing, and creepy. No accident certainly. What really happens by accident? You could almost watch an idea dying there, or something like that. This May, at Die Welt6 in Charlottenburg, Robert Müller had an exhibition. Beside water-colours, he showed black & white photographs of himself as a vampire at a fancy-dress party in 1990 in Berlin. Not only him but, as he recounted, also all of his friends were disguised as vampires. In 1990 you could buy vampire teeth for the first time in East Berlin. We’re almost happy, or supposed to be. I yet again need a second gallery. Gladly also one in Japan. And soon. Anyone?



The funny (in the) figure of the mother. But she’s never funny enough, the mother.



And what the hell do adults do? We? The use of femininity. How do I act in absence, on my absence? Les otages (The hostages): Peintures et sculptures de Jean Fautrier, Galerie René Drouin, Paris (October 26-November 17, 1945). Yve-Alain Bois, The Falling Trapeze in Jean Fautrier 1898-1964, S.59, Yale University Press, New Haven and London, 2002. 6 Die Welt is an exhibition series organized by Simon Lässig, Vera Lutz, and Zacharias Wackwitz, http://diewelt2017.blogspot.com. 4 5



My supposed death. Can the writer be also the mother? A writing mother? (Disappear into the/a mother?) Does this need brackets? Do I play a body? Roland Barthes writes in 1973 in The Pleasure of the Text “The writer is someone who plays with his mother’s body.”. Why do I find so much sexiness in snakeskin shoes? Was it your wearing cowboy boots?



Photography is passive-aggressive and clean. The pictures stopped sweating. They don’t cry (even if they comprise all the sadness of the world). It makes me happy to look at them. It is good that they are beautiful, they are good at that. My face is not tear-smeared with mascara, but my mouth with vanilla ice cream. Now they are filthy. Altered not least to hinder their only digital reading. Still they look good online. There is soot and/ or ice cream finger prints on the glass of the frames. This renders the works finally unique, therefore more expensive. And they need care. I leave the reproductive labour of cleaning to the buyers. On the way to Liszt, one of my favourite Berlin off-spaces, there is a funeral home with a show window, which makes me stop every time. In it, a little sculpture of a drooping penis lies gently in an open hand. Life-sized, or almost. White marble maybe, or something mimicking it. A very special, quite moving sight. And it takes a while to register that this saggy penis is supposed to represent an angel (as well). On the strawberry ice cream penis picture you see a shadow. I used the inbuilt flash, but I always work with a 55mm lens (I like to have to get closer), which due to its size casts a shadow. What do we do with information? Und ich hab schon wieder Hunger.7 7



Und ich hab schon wieder Hunger is the final sentence in Paul Thomas Anderson’s movie Phantom Thread, 2017, in the German dubbed version.
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Only one thing is possible here: everything 

The perfect atmosphere, every time. bespielbar. So sind hier auch kleinere Produk- tionen bestens aufgehoben. Ein weiterer Vorteil: Bei entsprechend groÃŸer ...
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EVERYTHING IS FINE PDF 

In our collection PDF Ebook is the best for you, and very recomended for you. And by having access to our ebooks online or by storing it on your computer, you have convenient answers with everything is fine PDF Ebook. To get started finding everythin
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Im Turm 

gant. Â»Siehst du, deshalb bin ich nicht verheiratet. Es wÃ¼rde mich tierisch nerven, immer anrufen zu mÃ¼ssen, wenn es ein wenig spÃ¤ter wird. Aber du sagtest ...
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Im Turm 

Ein Hoch auf die Stretch Jeans! Nur die. BÃ¼ndchen kÃ¶nnten etwas stretchiger sein. Also lieÃŸ Terry den obersten Knopf offen und kaschierte die aufstehende.
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Your wing is here - Free 

Do not fly your wing with broken or visually damaged lines. IMPORTANT: We recommend the line set is changed after. 150hrs. Caring Tips. DO NOT drag your ...
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ULTRAVIOLET EVERYTHING YOU BELIEVE IS WRONG PDF 

ultraviolet everything you believe is wrong are a good way to achieve details about operating certainproducts. Many products that you buy can be obtained using ...
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Im Turm AWS 

gant. Â»Siehst du, deshalb bin ich nicht verheiratet. Es wÃ¼rde mich tierisch nerven, immer anrufen zu mÃ¼ssen, wenn es ein wenig spÃ¤ter wird. Aber du sagtest, deine Frau ist nicht berufstÃ¤tig, oder?Â« Peter nickte, wÃ¤hrend er auf seiner Un- terli
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here is the programmer schematic hitps16-2 

HERE IS THE PROGRAMMER SCHEMATIC PDF DATABASE ID G01SQ - Are you looking for ebook Here Is The. Programmer Schematic Pdf database id g01sq ...
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VEGAN & VEGEtARIAN 

10.00 ein fruchtiges und vollmundiges Erlebnis. â€žBerjosowajaâ€œ Birkenwodka / birch. 5.00. 10.00 ein KrÃ¤ftiger mit weichem Kern. â€žGrasovkaâ€œ (mit Bisongras). 5.00.
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turm nach staat aussichtsturm in kanada turm im ... AWS 

This Turm Nach Staat Aussichtsturm In Kanada Turm Im Vereinigten Konigreich Turm In Belgien Turm In. Deutschland Turm In Danemark PDF on the files/S3Library-8af6b-9b732-03e94-0fe42-30312.pdf file begin with Intro, Brief Discussion until the Index/Glo
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Here 

dos a artir de cacao tales co o licor anteca olvo y cober t ras a cond cido a la tili aci n de los e cedentes de cacao y
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here 

wishing to submit an RTF file are asked to observe the formatting instructions included in this file. The title ... A Wo
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Here 

18 may. 2018 - Look me up by the first 6 letters of my first name and/or first 3 letters of my last name. Sponsor. Ex. M
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here 

30.04.2014 - December 20126. As part of that process, the Commission launched the stakeholder dialogue. "Licences for Europe", which ended in ...
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here 

Contact us with your Arrival Time. Please call us by phone or visit colletts.co.uk/eta and enter your arrival time (if you haven't given it to us already) so that we.
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here 

30.04.2014 - The faster the rate of obsOlescence of creative contentg, the more dominant the dynamic over the static effect becomes. This trade-off has an ...
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here 

... at your houseâ€�. â€œI always have to do the Molotov cocktails on my ownâ€� ... â€œWhy did you quit your career as a supermodel?â€� .... purely financial, purely financialâ€¦
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here 

Lift Sta on for Top of. Zugspitze. 10 min drive. To. Garmisch-Partenkirchen 25min. & Munich 2hrs. To Memmingen. 1hr 30min. Hotel. Sonnenspitze. Kirchplatz.
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Nachhaltige Investments: Geldanlagen im Zeichen der Clean 

Nachhaltige Investments: Geldanlagen im Zeichen der Clean Technology ..... Energy On, grÃ¶ÃŸter nicht-staatlicher Energiekonzern der. Welt et al. et alii (und ...
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my name is chellis and im in recovery from western 

We have many PDF Ebook and user guide is also associated with my name is chellis and im in recovery from western civilization PDF Ebook, include : Myunisa ...
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Gift im Schuh? - Clean Clothes Kampagne 

Dennoch sind Lederschuhe fÃ¼r die europÃ¤ische Schuhin- dustrie wichtig, da sie .... Von jeder marke wurden zwei bis drei Paar Schuhe. (meist mÃ¤nner- .... Kids. Deutschland/. Berlin. 84.95. Innenmaterial. n.n.. FuÃŸbett. n.n. camper women.
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ful medames and other vegetarian dishes penguin 60s s 

ful medames and other vegetarian dishes penguin 60s s are a good way to achieve details about operating certainproducts. Many products that you buy can be ...
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isa genzken secession wien galerie im taxispalais 

Why? Because isa genzken secession wien galerie im taxispalais innsbruck dt are considered unsuitable to get flippedthrough ten times for just one task. That is ...
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isa genzken secession wien galerie im taxispalais 

Read and Save Ebook isa genzken secession wien galerie im taxispalais innsbruck dt as PDF for free at Online Ebook Library. Get isa genzken secession wien ...
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